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II. Advanced Features 
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http://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/reflex_workflows 
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Workflow driven Data Reduction 
A&A 559, A96 (2013) 
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Command line interface examples 

List all available workflows: 
esoreflex –l 

Load FORS workflow: 
esoreflex fors_imaging 

Process all new data in my directory without 
interaction: 

esoreflex –n -RAW_DATA_DIR /data/fors_data fors_imaging 

Rerun all previously failed datasets with nonstandard 
workflow parameter: 

esoreflex –n –RAW_DATA_DIR /data/muse_data \ 

  -SelectDatasetMode failed –recomputeWCS true muse 
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Lazy mode:  
Don‘t redo unnecessary steps  

l  Lazy mode for recipes. 
l  It works by comparing the input of the current execution with all the 

previous recipe executions: 
l  All files must be the same 
l  All files must have the same checksum 
l  All files must have the same date 
l  All recipe parameters must be the same 

l  If a recipe at the beginning of the workflow is set to Not-Lazy mode, 
the input of the next recipes will be new and lazy mode will not be 
triggered. 

l  Lazy mode for DataOrganizer. 
l  It avoids the organization of all the data in subsequent workflow 

runs.  
l  It works similar to lazy mode for recipes 

l  Lazy mode for PythonActor: 
l  Checks input/outputs, without parsing them, e.g. checking files 

dates. 
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Configuring ESOReflex 

 
Create configuration files ~/.esoreflex/esoreflexrc : 
esoreflex –create-config 

 
 
Some interesting parameters: 

esoreflex.python-command 
esoreflex.inherit-environment 
esoreflex.python-esoreflex.python-path 
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Re-executing a recipe 
 

n  Sometimes a recipe fails due a number of factors: bad parameters, 
wrong data, software bugs, etc... 

n  The workflow reacts to the failure of the recipe depending on parameter 
“Recipe Failure Mode” 

 
 
n  The Product Explorer allows to open the bookkeeping directory for a 

given file, and download a file with the command that was used to 
create a file.  

n  it is possible to go into the “Bookkeeping dir” and re-execute a recipe. 
The call script is in file “cmdline.sh”: 

        cd ~/reflex_data/reflex_book_keeping/fors-ima/fors_img_science_1/latest  
        ./cmdline.sh
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Customizing 
workflows 
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Get Script: 
 
 

wget http://www.eso.org/~wfreudli/tmp/miniscript.py  
 

http://www.es Using pyfits 
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Using the components  
library 

The search components utility 
allow to filter the available 
components by name. 
 
The Reflex folder contains all the 
Reflex specific actors developed 
for astronomical reduction. 
 
To use them, simply drag and 
drop. 



Debuging:  
Using the Text Display 

Using a text display is the best way to inspect a workflow 
and see the information which travels through it. 
 
The text display will pop up a window the first time it is 
triggered. 
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The Python actor 
 

n  It is able to execute generic python code. 
n  To translate from/to Reflex ports to/from python script 

arguments a special syntax is used, with the help of a 
Python module 

n  To create a python actor, use the components menu on 
the left and search for Eso-reflex ->Scripting.kar -> 
PythonActor. 
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The python actor (II)  
n  The real data processing looks like this: 

 
  #Get the input files 
  files = inputs.in_sof.files 
 
  #Do the stuff 
  for file in files: 
    input_image = pyfits.open(file.name).data 
    output_image= input_image * 100 
    pyfits.writeto(file.name.replace(“.fits”, “_new.fits”), output_image) 

Getting the files from input 

Using pyfits 


